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§504.
cuman, to come   c(w)6m    c(w)6mon    cumen (cymen)
niman, to take      nom         nomon         numen
From the regular forms of the second and third pers.
sing. pres. indie. cym(e)st, cym(e)J», the y was often
extended to other forms of the pres., especially to the pres.
subjunctive as cyme beside cume; cuman is an aorist
present (§ 472) from older *k woman with regular loss of
w before u (§§ 109, 266), after the analogy of which it was
often dropped in the preterite ; c(w)om for *cwam, *cwom,
was a new formation from the plural where 6 was regular
(§ 121) ; cumen from older *kwomen ; on cymen, see
§ 442. niman from older *neman (§ 81) ; nom was a new
formation from the plural which regularly had 5 (§ 121) ;
beside nom, nomon there also occur the new formations
nam, namon ; numen from older *nomen (§ 109).
class V.
§ 5O5. The verbs of this class belong to the fifth ablaut-
series (§ 226), which includes the strong verbs whose stems
end in a single consonant other than a liquid or a nasal.
They have e in the present, se in the first and third pers.
sing, of the preterite, and e in the past participle, thus :
metan, to measure      maet       maeton      meten
Goth, mitan	mat        metun       mitans
And similarly brecan (pp. brocen after the analogy of
class IV), to break] cnedan, to knead] drepan (pp. also
dropen after the analogy of class IV); screpan, to scrape]
sprecan, late OE. specan, to speak] swefan, to sleep]
tredan, to tread] wefan, to weave] wegan (pret. pi. wsegon
beside wagon, see § 12O), to carry] wrecan, to avenge.
giefan (§ 91), to give, geaf (§ 72), geafon (§ 124), giefen ;
and similarly forgietan, to forget etan, to eat, and fretan
(Goth, fra-itan, pret. sing, fret), to devour, had se in the

